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A large amount of work has been carried out on finding joint distributions of X 
and Y with given margins which maximise the expected value of various returns 
c(X, Y). This paper connects the solution of such problems to a special class of 
relations, and obtains some specific and interesting solutions for the case 
c = - Ix- YIP. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The extremal problem: for given distribution functions (dys) F and G 
on R”: 
find Min{EIX- YIP: X g F, Y 2 G}, p 2 1 (1.1) 
has a long history going back to the classical works of Hoeffding and 
Frechet [3, 51. While the case n = 1 is easy to handle [l, 23, the multi- 
variate case is an open problem even for the most important particular 
cases p = 1 and p = 2. The case p = 2 is the simplest one since it reduces to 
Max{E(X, Y):X g F, Y 2 G}. (1.2) 
The last was successfully applied in [7] to solve (1.1) and (1.2) for the case 
of normal distributions F and G. Alternative proofs were given in [4, 61 
(see [8] for details as well as sharp bounds from above for (1.1)). 
In [12] we obtained the following result: 
Suppose that: 
(i) F and G are given distribution functions on compact convex sets 
A and B, respectively, where A, B c R”. 
(ii) n(x) is a closed convex function defined on A (i.e., A is not 
empty, n(x) > -00, and 1 is lower semicontinuous and convex). 
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(iii) 4(x) is a subgradient set-valued mapping, A -+ B, i.e., 
(x1 - XOYYO 6 4x1) -4x0), for any x0, x1 E A, y. E 4(x0). 
(Here, y, is a subgradient of 1 at x0). 
(iv) 4,(y) is a family of dfs on y E 4(x), such that #Jr) dF(x) = 
WY). 
Then, for every df L(x, y) on A x B with margins F and G, 
E EIX- Yl* <E(x- y12 
F 4.x L 
(1.3) 
(see also [ 111). 
In this note, we seek to extend the above result, with more general 
functions, c(x, y), in place of - Ix - y[*, In particular, when -c(x, y) is 
convex and differentiable in x, we relate some solutions of this problem to 
solutions of the earlier one. We also show that for c(x, y) = - Jx - yip, and 
p # 2, only very special linear transformations 4 can be optimal. 
2. MAXIMAL CYCLIC-MONOTONE RELATIONS 
We first introduce the notion of a maximal cyclic monotone relation 
(MCMR) on A x B. A relation r on A x B, that is, a set of ordered pairs, 
(x, y), x E A, y E B, is cyclic monotone if and only if, for every N > 1 and 
for every sequence of pairs 
txi, YilEr3 i = 0, 1, . . . . (N- l), 
N-l 
iso (Xi+1-Xi)‘yi,<O, where XO~xN. (2.1) 
A cyclic monotone relation is MCMR if and only if it is not strictly 
included in another cyclic monotone relation. As shown by Theorem 24.9 
of [9], this maximal cyclic monotone property is equivalent to the 
existence of a closed proper convex function L(x): A -+ R, such that, for 
every X,EA and (x1, yt)~r, 
~(xo)-~(x,)~(Xo--X1)‘Y,. (2.2) 
Remarks. (1) If n(x) is differentiable and strictly convex, an MCMR 
consists of pairs (x, y), where y = M(x)/dx defines a one-one corre- 
spondence between A and B. 
(2) If n = 1, an MCMR on A x B is simply the set of pairs (x, m(x)), 
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where m(x) is a monotone-increasing function, together with pairs (x, y), 
such that 
yE [ lim m(z), -lJy+ m(z)l. 2--t r- - 
(3) For a given x, let S, be the set ( y: (x, y) E r}, and for a given 
y let T, be the set {x: (x, y) E r>. Then S,, TY are closed convex sets. 
(4) If y E S,, but is not on its convex hull, x is the unique member 
TV, and conversely. 
(5) Our earlier result may be restated as follows: If H(x, y) is a @on 
A x B with margins F and G, and H is concentrated on an MCMR, then, 
for any df L(x, y) on A x B with margins F, G, 
E/X- Y12 < EIX- Y/Z. 
H L 
3. MAXIMAL C-CYCLIC MONOTONE RELATIONS 
Suppose c(x, y) is a function defined on A x B. We define a relation A on 
A x B to be a c-cyclic monotone relation if and only if 
N-l 
i:. {dxi+lv YilmcCxi9 Vi)} G”O, (3.1) 
for every N> 1 and for every sequence of pairs (xi, yi) E A, 
i=O, 1, . . . . (N-l), xNzxO. A c-cyclic monotone relation is a maximal 
c-cyclic monotone relation (MC-CMR) if it is not strictly contained in any 
other c-cyclic monotone relation. The same proof as for MCMRs, shows 
that a relation is MC-CMR if and only if there exists a function n(x): A + R 
with the c-s&gradient property: 
GJ-~(xl)~c(xo~ Y1)-C(X13 Yl), (3.2) 
for every x0 E A and (x,, yi)~ A. The function L is a c-convex function, 
see [lo]. 
When c(x, y)= - (x-y12, 
4% Y1)-4x1, Yl)= lx,12-lx112+2(xo-xl)‘Y~~ (3.3) 
so MC-CMR reduces to MCMR. 
In line with Remark (5) above, we can use the results of [IO] to arrive 
at: 
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If H(x, y) is a df on A x B with margins F, G and H is concentrated on 
an MC-CMR, then, for any df ,5(x, y) on A x B with margins F, G, 
Jqcw, 0) >,Jqc(X Y,} 
H L 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 
(i) -c(x, y) is conuex and differentiable in x, 
(ii) r is an MCRM in Ax C, where Cc R”. 
(iii) There is a one to one mapping 8: T-t A E A x B, such that when 
(u, 0) E r and (x, Y) = Ku, 01, 
WG Y) 
V=T, x = u. 
Then A is a MC-CMR. 
The proof is simple. Since r is MCMR, if (xi, vi) E r, i = 0, 1, . . . . (N - 1 ), 




-Xi)‘Uj= 1 (Xi+, -xi)’ ax 1 
i=O 
where (xi, yi) = /?(xi, vi); and so 
N-l 
0 2 c wi+ 1) YJ - 4% Yi) >, 
i=O 
because -c(x, y) is convex in x. 
This establishes the c-cyclic monotone property for A. It is maximal 
because p is a one to one mapping. Thus, given an MCMR, we can 
generate an MC-CMR. The conditions of the theorem are restrictive, but a 
simple observation enables us to widen its scope. 
Let C(x, y) = c(x, y) + q(x), for some function q(x) on A. Then 
N-l N-l 
Jo V(Xi+ 13 YiJmEtxi9 Yi))= i;. (c(xi+lT Yi)-c(xi3 Vi)>- 
Theorem 2 follows. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that, for some function q(x): A + R, 
0) -4~ d-4 1 x is convex and differentiable in x. 
(ii) Tis an MCMR in AxC. 
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(iii) There is a one to one mapping /? taking r to a relation A in A x B, 
such that when (u, u) E r and (x, y) = p(u, II), 
x = 11, v= wx, Y) + 4(x)) 
ax . 
Then A is an MC-CMR. 
Remark. (6) The convex sets S,, T,, referred to in Remarks (3) and 
(4), are mapped into compact sets, and their convex hulls into boundary 
points. 
4. THE CASE c= -Ix-yip 




ax&x Jy-xp i 
(2-p) (Y-4(Y--x)‘-z 
1 Iv-xl’ 
Suppose q(x) = $ax’x, and U = u + ax. Then, for condition (i) of Theorem 2, 
o! < the smallest eigenvalue of - Q, which is (p - 1). So (x, y) E 
an MC-CMR if (x, p((y -.x)/l~ -x/‘-~) + KC) fan MCMR. 
EXAMPLE. If S is a matrix, (u, Su) E an MCMR if S is symmetric 
positive definite (see [6]). So (u, US (u’K2~)‘~*K~) an MC-CMR, where 
pK=S-orI, u<p-1. 
Remark. (7) Linear transformations usually will not work. 
Suppose that Ic/ : A + B is a diffeomorphism, and that {(x, $(x)): x E A} 
is an MC-CMR. From the c-cyclic monotone property for every x, and 
~2~4 
4x1, cl))-4x2, v+,))--c(x,, 4vx2))+c(x2, W2))30. 
It follows b,y taking x, and x2 close together that for c(x, y) smooth 
enough we have C(a+/ax’) positive definite and symmetric, where C= 
(~2c(xY YW W)l y= i)(x) If tj is linear, say $(x)= Mx, and c(x, y)= 




is semi-positive definite and symmetric for every x E A. 
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This property puts severe restrictions on M for p # 2. When p # 2, from 
the symmetry of R we can show that for any orthogonal vectors u and u 
in the column space of I- M, U’MU = 0, and it follows that if A includes a 
unit sphere then M has the form IP + (I- P), where P is an orthogonal 
projection matrix (on the column space of I- 44). An R from this form of 
M is semi-positive definite if and only if I > 0 and p < 3. If, therefore, we 
want a linear mapping to be optimal for any p not equal to 2, it must be 
of the simple form which chooses n orthogonal coordinate axes, leaves r 
out of n coordinates fixed, and uniformly dilates the others by a 
non-negative factor. 
For instance if n = 2 we might use 
1 5 -3 
M=s -3 5. [ 1 
It is clear that the linear transformations of the form RP + (I- P) are not 
sufficiently general to map, say, one multivariate normal distribution with 
mean 0 to another with different arbitrary covariance matrix. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown how to generate MC-CMRs from MCMRs. However, 
these only give us possible solutions to the problems of maximising 
E(c(x, y)}. We are still not able to produce such a solution for given F and 
G. However, we can state that to do so means to find an MC-CMR r such 
that r supports a measure on A x B with margins F and G. We have also 
shown that, except for p = 2, linear transformations will only give optimal 
mappings for c(x, y) = - Jx - yl p in rather trivial cases. 
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